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One button studio umn

NOTE: There is a newer 1:Button Studio article here. Recently the University of Minnesota built a 1:Button Studio on the West Bank Campus for use by anyone who needs a quick and easy location for recording. But how fast and easy is it? I had to see for myself! So the Quick Bytes crew went for a little field trip. Oh yes! Enjoy this video and then I'll get into the details below! I
didn't know Jack McTigue that well before this, and I'm pretty sure he thinks I'm totally freaked out after this. No matter. The plant is there for nuts and non-nuts alike. Equally nut-protunity. Here's how it works. Step 1. Reserve the Space Studio. For now while the studio is new, you e-video@umn.edu to get on the calendar and get a quick orientation. Going forward, you should only
be able to request it through Google Calendar. Pick up a studio key at a Tech Stop on campus, or follow the instructions you've been given for access. Show off looking gorgeous at Studio. Step 2. In the studio, turn on the power button to power it all up. Plug in your laptop. Then enter your email and press the giant green Start recording button on the studio's iPad. ..... Measures!
Step 3. Press the button again to stop recording. The recording of the camera, computer screen and a COMPOSITE OF THE TWO (3 separate video files) will be sent via email to you within about a day. (examples of these can be found in the video above). They are available for you to download for about 2 weeks so save them down to your computer or Google Drive. Step 5. IF
you need to edit your video (optional!), you need to convert it to work in Windows (because it came from an iPad....). Fortunately for us, this is ridiculously easy with U's Media Hub. Like 2 clicks easy. After it has been converted (conversion is no longer necessary from 11/2016), you can edit in Windows Movie Maker (Quick Byte on Movie Maker here) or whatever software you
want. Step 6. Upload to the video site of your choice (I recommend YouTube). They are building two more of these 1:Button Studios on the East Bank, opening next semester: Diehl Hall and Walter Library. They are also experimenting with adding (optional) platforms for short people, and diehl hall one will be a sitting/available configuration. The space is open to everyone on you
and gets used to students especially often, and they love it. They record presentations and TED style calls for their classes. What can you imagine using it for? Would one in St. Paul be used by Extension? I'd love to hear your ideas! Everything you need to create a professional video at the touch of a button. 1:Button Studios is available to create basic videos with ease and
efficiency. The studio is a fully automated recording space that already includes a camera, microphone, lighting and backdrop set and is configured for make a video by pressing a button. When you're done, a link to download recording of the video is sent directly to users' e-mail. Highlights No previous video knowledge or equipment needed to make a professional video Plug-in a
computer to record and tell screen action Four video files captured automatically: Presenter video Computer screen capture Side by Side combined version of the presenter and what appears on the computer Image in an image Download links for finished videos sent directly to the user Information Technology Systems and Services Information Technology Systems and Services
Studio capabilities are limited to a person to follow The University of Minnesota's safe guidelines for physical distancing for COVID-19. Users are not required to wear a mask in the studio when the door is closed. Signage will remind you to re-mask before leaving. Cleaning supplies will be given to users for disinfection the studio before and after each use. Users are expected to
comply with applicable university library policies and University of Minnesota policies, including the Student Code of Conduct (PDF). University of Minnesota's 1:Button Studios are fully automated high-resolution video recording spaces with professional studio lighting and audio equipment. They are set up to record high quality video projects without any knowledge of lights and
cameras. 1. Reserve Space 2. Record Your Video students, faculty, and staff can record a person sitting at a table, and content from a laptop or other device with HDMI output can be recorded at the same time. Watch the following video to learn how to use the studio. A video with Audio Description is available. 3. Receive Your Recordings When you are done with your recording,
you will receive an email with links to 4 different views (all with audio) of your recording: Camera only Laptop or other device only Side by side camera and device Device with small picture-in-picture of the camera What is 1:Button Studio? Video (without Audio Description) What is 1:Button Studio? Video (with Audio Description) Audio Description Instructions for Activating the
Sound Description (AD): Press play on the video. Tap the AD icon to turn description on or off. Tap the AD slider icon to equalize the volume. Press the AD volume icon to mute AD. Use the AD volume slider to change the volume of the description regardless of the volume on the YouTube video. Use the YouTube Volume slider to change the volume of the background music or
use the YouTube Mute button to turn it off. For more information about AD visit the Audio Description Service. One Button Studio is a simplified video recording setup that can be used without any prior video production experience. The design of the studio allows you to create high quality and polished video projects without having to know anything about lights and cameras. You
need take your flash drive with you and press a single button. Button. Check out our FAQs. Create high-quality videos in 3 easy steps: Connect your own USB flash drive in the dock to activate the lights and camera Start and stop recording at the touch of a button Remove your flash drive when you're done Your recording is saved to your flash drive as a .mp4 file that's easy to
upload to YouTube, Blackboard, and play on most computers. It's so easy! Ways to use One Button Studio Practice for an interview Record a Class Presentation Create Content for an ePortfolio Record a lecture for your online or flipped class Present an essay Create a video introduction for an online course FAQs The room can be reserved by Mason students, staff and faculty.
You need an .edu or .masonlive.edu email address to reserve the room. Users must understand and accept the usage policy for library resources and facilities. You can reserve One Button Studio in 1-hour blocks. Reservations must be requested 24 hours in advance. Individuals can stay longer than their reserved time if there is no subsequent reservation. During times of high
demand, library staff may limit recurrent use. We recommend that you include a flash memory with at least 1 GB of free space formatted as FAT32. Canon HD Camcorder 3 point lighting kit Green screen * iMac presentation computer 2 Epson HD projectors Røde shotgun microphone Sennheiser wireless clip-on microphone Logitech presentation remote control * Black and white
backgrounds are also available The One Button Studio does not provide editing help, however, feel free past star lab or club both located in the Johnson Center. There are also several online resources to guide you – Lynda is an educational service for many types of software and is free for Mason students, faculty, and staff. We've highlighted some tutorials to get you started.
The YouTube editor (for Web) iMovie (for Mac) Windows Live Movie Maker (for PC) Lynda has a full playlist curated to help you improve your skills behind the camera or in front of a group. In addition, there are two reservable presentation practice rooms located in the Fenwick Library where you can rehearse your oral presentations. Source: Pennsylvania State University. Due to
security upgrades, we will no longer support Internet Explorer version 8 or older. Use a newer browser. Page 2 How is the space set? 6 studios. The camera frame, microphone and lights are fixed to record 1-2 people sitting at the studios' tables. Studios 5-140, 5-142, and 5-144 are slightly smaller than studios 5-161.5-163, and 5-163. Between what hours can I book the studio?
Studios can be scheduled during HRT university hours. Where is the studio located? The studios are located on the 5th floor of the Phillips-Wangensteen Building on the Twin Cities East Bank Campus. Get directions Hrt. How do I get to the studio? Look at the desk on the 5th floor at your booking time, and the staff will give you access to the studio. How is the sound quality of the
studio for recording purposes? Recordings can sometimes pick up ambient sounds from within the library. Magrath Library 1:Button Studio How is the space set up? The camera frame, microphone and lights are fixed to record 1-2 people at the studio's standing height table. Pallets are available. Between what hours can I book the studio? The studio can be planned during the
Public Hours of the Magrath Library. Where is the studio located? Magrath Library is located on the St. Paul Campus of the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities. Get directions to the Magrath Library. How do I get to the studio? Recordings can sometimes pick up ambient sounds from within the library. Stop at the Service Desk on the ground floor at your booking time, and the staff
will give you access to the studio. How is the sound quality of the studio for recording purposes? Recordings can sometimes pick up ambient sounds from within the library. Walter Library 1:Button Studio How is the space set up? The camera frame, microphone and lights are fixed to record 1-2 people at the studio's standing height table. Pallets are available. Between what hours
can I book the studio? The studio can be scheduled between 8 am and 5.30pm, Monday - Friday. The studio is not available during evening or weekend hours. Where is the studio located? The studio is located in room 240 of the Walter Library on the Twin Cities East Bank Campus. Get directions to walter library. How do I get to the studio? Stop at the Information Desk on the
2nd floor (in the main hall) at your booking time, and request to check out a Walter 1:Button key card. Then head over to the west side corridor. Take a left and continue to the left of two corners. Walter 240 will be on your left. Scan the key card against the card reader to unlock the room. How is the sound quality of the studio for recording purposes? The studio generally provides
a deep quiet atmosphere for recordings where sound quality is critical. Wilson Library 1:Button Studios How is the space set up? The camera frame, microphone and lights are fixed to record 1-2 people at the studio's adjustable height table. Between what hours can I book the studios? Studios can be scheduled during wilson library's public opening hours. Where are the studios?
The studios are located on the basement floor of the Wilson Library in SMART Learning Commons. Wilson Library is in the West Bank of the University of Minnesota-Twin Cities campus. Get directions to the Wilson Library. How do I access the studios? Stop at the service desk on the first floor at your booking time to check out a key to the studio. How is the sound quality of the
studio for recording purposes? The studios provide a deep calm atmosphere for recordings where quality is critical. Page 3 Due to security upgrades, we will no longer support Internet Explorer version 8 or older. Use a newer browser. Browser.
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